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FIRE DAMAGE REPAIRS IN SLOUGH
Ideal Response received a call from a residential property owner in Slough. The flat’s occupier had
left a chip pan unattended, and the resulting fire damage was extensive. We attended the scene
straight away to assess the damage and our specially trained team returned the next day to carry
out the cleaning and repairs needed.

THE PROBLEM
The chip pan fire had caused significant damage to the open plan lounge and kitchen which was
practically destroyed. The rest of the flat had widespread smoke damage, including melted
contents and black soot throughout.

THE IDEAL SOLUTION
Ideal Response attended the scene at 6:30am to begin the fire damage repairs. Our specialist
team stripped the flat to the walls, removed all of the units in the kitchen and lounge and took out
the wooden flooring throughout. They also arranged for licensed disposal of all damaged goods
that had removed from the flat.
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The property was given specialist fire damage cleaning to remove smoke and soot residue from
the walls and other hard surfaces. The bathroom was given a deep hygiene clean including all
sanitary ware and tiled walls.

A hot water extraction system was also used to give the salvageable carpets a through clean and
finally a UVL deodorizing fog was utilized to remove any traces of smoke. The works took 2 days
to complete, and the flat was ready for renovation works straight away.

OUR SERVICES
We operate across the South East of England including, Kent, London and Essex. Our fire damage
helpline is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week for all emergencies and we aim to respond to
your call within 2 hours.

Wanting to see more case studies? Click here to view more of our case studies!
Ideal Response
Disaster Recovery & Hygiene Experts

Phone:
0808 2394 082
Email: info@idealresponse.co.uk
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